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Connect parts together to build rockets. You can choose from a variety of rocket engines, fuel tanks, and other gizmos. You can

even build rovers 5d3b920ae0
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Kerbal space program in a single plane. It's still rocket science, but everything is a lot easier when you only have x-y. I would
strongly recommend this over KSP for kids. And if you enjoy KSP, this is a good companion - it has more of an arcadey fun
feel to KSP's realism.. Like many people have said already this game is a moble port to pc. that being said it is fun for a little bit
but after that you get bored very fast. in order to make this a actual game it needs alot more content, more ways to customize
your rocket and better ways to keep them attacted to eachother. donot buy.. A very enjoyable simple game to play. Although
could do with a great deal more parts so the rockets can be a lot more varied.like Kerbal. Excellent game even with the few parts
available, teaches the basics of escaping earths gravity to travel further a field. If you interested in space genres, and enjoy your
early attempt rockets exploding then this is the game for you.Espescially at the current price in the sale. (i also bought SIMPLE
PLANES , not on Steam yet but you purchase from the menu.This also is a very fun game to play with all the same physics etc..
i think i spent too many hours on this.. SimpleRockets is one of those games you get really addictive to it then after a few days
you get bored of it and leave it, Simply because it takes to long to learn new things )like learning to land on the "smoon") But
then you get back to it and it starts all over again. In my opinion, they should keep updating it with new fuel containers / rockets
so we dont have a small variation on it. I would recomend it but only if you love space or you want to learn from it. I would rate
it at least a 9 / 10 for good physics and realistic calculations.
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